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GEOGRAPHICAL
SCOPE
The government of the United
Kingdom has contributed broadly
to our actions and projects in the
country. Since 2008, its technical
and financial support has been essential to strengthen the capacities
of our team and the communities
where we work. Thanks to this backing, we have provided assertive
and high-quality support—both
political and technical—in different
territories.

IN THE SOUTHERN
PACIFIC WE WORK WITH
COMMUNITIES THAT
DEPEND ON FISHERIES
TO IMPROVE THEIR
LIVELIHOODS.

PACIFIC REGION
AMAZONIAN
PIEDMONT

Panamá

Chocó
Océano
Pacíﬁco

Valle del Cauca

Cauca

Caquetá

Nariño
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Putumayo
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THUS
HAS
BEEN
THEIR
SUPPORT
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In 2003, we applied the “Reflections on
Change” methodology in Nariño’s Pacific
coast with a group of piangüeras—women who devote their days to collecting
piangua, a clam-like mollusk with black
shells that is one of many resources
produced in Nariño’s 150,000 hectares of mangrove swamps. The lessons
learned from this work regarding sustainable ecosystem management had a
significant impact in their communities
and generated changes in some of their
actions to conserve the resource that
provides their livelihood.
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In the Andean-Amazonian piedmont,
one of the most biodiverse places in
the Colombian Andes, we highlight
a green infrastructure project made
possible by the Interamerican Development Bank’s (IDB) technical advice.
The San Francisco–Mocoa bypass is
a road that connects the lower Putumayo with the department of Nariño.
Its design incorporates sustainability
criteria to connect communities and
protect ecosystems and emblematic
species like the spectacled bear (Tremarctos ornatus).

WWF

GOOD
RESULTS
These are some of the results achieved between 2012
and 2014 in cooperation with the United Kingdom:

© David Southern /WWF-Colombia

2012. We worked with 616
families in the AndeanAmazonian piedmont in
ranching reconversion
processes. We also
evaluated the impact of
silvopastoral systems
on the services provided
by their associated
ecosystems.
2013. We strengthened
the capacities of
indigenous and AfroColombian communities,
and carried out intensive
political advocacy work.
As a result, the Ministry
of Environment and
Sustainable Development
prioritized the development
of the national framework
for REDD+ social and
environmental safeguards,
using a participative
methodology and receiving
feedback from local
communities.

2014. We included an adaptation and climate change
approach in the management plans of certain protected
areas, like the Sanquianga and Gorgona Natural National
Parks in the Colombian Pacific. We also implemented
adaptation strategies for mangroves and coral reefs. In total,
608,687 hectares have incorporated this approach in their
management plans.
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IS OUR
FORECAST?
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WHO
DO WE
WORK WITH?
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This year we are executing
the project “Catalyze the local
implementation of climate action:
liberating the potential of cities”
through an agreement with
the Department for Business,
Energy, and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) of the Embassy of the
United Kingdom. Its objective is
to highlight the important actions
that cities and non-state actors
can take to meet the climate
commitments that Colombia
made in the Paris Agreement.
This work is carried out jointly
with C40–Cities Climate Group.

The interest and involvement of the United
Kingdom in these initiatives has supported
and promoted partnerships with national
and local institutions, the participation of different sectors, and the commitment of public and private stakeholders:

CAQUETÁ RIVER ALONG THE BORDER OF THE
MUNICIPALITY OF PUERTO GUZMÁN, PUTUMAYO.
ANDEAN-AMAZONIAN PIEDMONT.
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The Piangüeras of
the Colombian Pacific

TOGETHER POSSIBLE
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WATCH VIDEO

Conserving the Wealth of
the Andean-Amazonian Piedmont

From Chaos
to Hope
Our work in this region, in partnership with
Corpoamazonia, resulted in better ranching
practices for small producers like Blanca
Criollo, in the Sibundoy Valley. Thanks to
the work of these organizations, Blanca was
able to reforest her farm and recover the
spring where she obtains water. Like her,
616 families benefitted from this project.

WATCH VIDEO

SEE PUBLICATION
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